The theory of newforms for Hubert modular forms is summarized including a statement of a strong multiplicity-one theorem and a characterization of newforms as eigenfunctions for a certain involution whose Dirichlet series has a prescribed Euler product. The general question of twisting Hubert modular newforms by arbitrary Hecke characters is considered and the exact level of a character twist of a Hubert modular form is determined. Conditions under which the twist of a newform is a newform are given. Applications include a strengthening in the elliptic modular case of a theorem of Atkin and Li's regarding the characterization of imprimitive newforms as well as its generalization to the Hubert modular case, and a decomposition theorem for certain spaces of newforms as the direct sum of twists of spaces of newforms of lower level.
Introduction
For the case of elliptic modular forms, Hijikata, Pizer and Shemanske [3] show how to decompose a space of newforms as a direct sum of character twists of other spaces of newforms. In particular, these decomposition theorems yield information about how a given newform behaves under character twists: what the exact level of a character twist is, and under what circumstances the twist of a newform is a newform. Atkin and Li [ 1 ] consider these specific questions for elliptic modular forms by different methods and with a different perspective. In this paper, we adapt the methods of [ 1, 5] to investigate similar questions in the case of Hubert modular forms but with an eye towards the decomposition theorems of [3] .
We begin with a summary of the newform theory for Hubert Modular Forms; in particular, we present both a regular and a strong multiplicity-one theorem (Theorems 3.5 and 3.6). While a multiplicity-one theorem follows (at least in principle) from the work of Miyake [7] , we give a characterization of newforms as cusp forms which are eigenfunctions for a certain involution and whose associated Dirichlet series has a prescribed Euler product (Theorem 3.7). We then use this characterization to prove that the twist of a Hubert modular newform by a Hecke character whose conductor is prime to the level is a newform (Theorem 5.5).
To examine twists of newforms by arbitrary Hecke characters, we begin by generalizing Atkin and Li's operator W@ . The definition and properties of this generalized operator are rather delicate, reflecting differences among the various Hecke characters which "extend" the numerical character of the space of cusp forms on which W<g acts. Using a result of Shimura regarding the special values of Dirichlet series attached to Hubert modular forms [11, 12] , we characterize certain properties of the pseudo-eigenvalues of W@ (Theorem 4.2). This eventually allows us to determine conditions under which twisting a newform by a character whose conductor divides the level of the form yields a newform (Theorem 7.1). This theorem extends Theorem 3.1 of [1] which only gives the exact level of a twist, and applies both to Hubert modular as well as elliptic modular forms. In turn, this theorem allows us to decompose a certain type of space of Hubert modular newforms as the direct sum of twists of spaces of newforms of lower level (Theorem 7.2), analogous to Theorem 3.14 of [3] .
Most of the results of [5 and 1] generalize to the Hubert modular case. There is an important result concerning the nonvanishing of Hecke eigenvalues (Theorem 3.3(2)) which we were able to generalize in a significant number of, but not all, cases however, we have been informed that it follows from the representation theory that the result holds in all cases. This result is critical to the determination of when the twist of a newform is again a newform (Theorem 5.8), and is consequently of concern to us here.
Notation
For the most part we follow the notation of [11 and 12] . However, to make this paper somewhat self-contained, we shall briefly review the basic definitions of the types of functions and operators to be studied here; more details can be found in Shimura's two papers referenced above.
Let K \>e a totally real number field of degree n over Q, tf its ring of integers, and cfx and tf* the groups of units and of totally positive units respectively. Let D be the different of K. Let GL2 (K) denote the group of invertible matrices with totally positive determinant and %f the complex upper half-plane. Then GL2(K) acts by fractional linear transformation on %'n via For <J a fractional ideal and Jf an integral ideal, put
TQ<jr,s) = ¡as' JCfï) tf det A £tf* trivial on Kx . (In general, we use lower case Greek letters to denote numerical characters and upper case Greek letters to denote Hecke characters.) As in Shimura [11, 12] , for y a numerical character mod JV and 9 a character of tfx of finite order, define Mk(To(yV, Jr), i//, 9) to be the set of all f £ Mk such that f(Ax) = (detA)~k'2 y/(a) 9(detA) (ex + d)kf(x).
We always assume that i//(e)9(c2) = sgn(e)fc for all e £tfx since Mk(YQ(jr,S), v,9) = {0}
otherwise. Now, there exists an m £ R" such that 0(e) = e'm for all e £tfx ; while m is not uniquely determined, it will be fixed throughout this paper. Let J*i, J^2, ... , J*n be a set of representatives of the strict ideal classes of K, Yk = Yx(jV) = Y0(yy, Sx), and put h mk(yy,ift,9) = l[Mk(r,,y/,9). x=\ We shall study the forms identified with h -tuples ifufi,... ,fh)£mk(yr,¥,9).
For notational convenience in handling the problems introduced by class number h > 1, we follow Shimura and describe Hubert modular forms as functions on an idele group as follows. Let A/* be the idele group of K and G a the adelization of GL2(K). With the usual identifications, we may view G a = GL2(KA) ; Gk = GL2(K) embedded as the diagonal in GA ; G» = GL2(R)n the archimedean part of G a ', and Goo+ = GL2(R)n . For a £ Kj and JV an integral ideal, let a denote the archimedean part of a, dQ the finite part of a, and a^ the JV-paxt of d. The numerical character y/: (tf/Jf)x -> Cx induces a character y/y : Y -* Cx by y/y ((« *)) = y/(äjr modyT). Now, fix a set of ideles 7¿ £ A/* , (t~x)oo = 1 with J¿ = T^tf, and let x¿ = (¿~ ) 6 G a ; also fix an idele F" with (7¡,)oo = 1 and ï0tf = ö . Then by strong approximation, we have 
As in [11, 12] , one can identify Mk(yT, y/, 9) = nj=i Mki^x, ¥, 9) with the set of functions f : GA -► C which satisfy: (1) f(axw) = y/y (w')f(x) for all a £ GK, x £ GA , w £ W(jV) , w^ = 1, and (2) For each X there exists an element fx £ Mk such that f(x-l'y) = det(y)'m(fl \y) (\) for all y e Goe+ .
Henceforth, the space of such functions will be denoted Wlk(yK ,yj,m), where m£R" is fixed and satisfies 0(e) = e'w for all s £ tfx . We use &k(Jr, y/, m) to denote the subspace of cusp forms. There are only a finite number of such_characters; in particular, if *P and <$> are two such Hecke characters, then *F<I> is a character on the yT-ideal class group (see [14] ). By a Hecke character extending y/ we shall mean a Hecke character extending ^sgn(*)' (i.e. some / e Z") in the above sense. If 'Poe denotes the A'-modulus consisting of the product of all the infinite primes of K, then it is clear that any Hecke character extending yy^ has conductor dividing J^ty^ . Consequently, given *F, we may define an ideal character ¥* modulo y^oc by Í ¥*(P) = «F(£P) forpt-^and^ = p,
Observe that if a £ Kx with (5¿?, JV) = I , then *F(a) = ^(à^)^^-)^ (à), so that in particular, ¥*(<^V(£)sgn(£)*|£|2"" = 1 for all £ £ cf with ({, JIT) = 1 (cf. [11, p. 650] ). Also, *F and *P both have modulus 1, and they have finite order iff y/ has finite order.
If f = (fi,..., fn) £ yj\k(Jf,y/,m), then fx has a Fourier expansion of the form fx(x) = ax(0)+ £ a^)exp(2nitx(^x)). Furthermore, it is easy to describe the action of two important operators on J£k(j¥, T)-the Hecke operators and the shift operators-in terms of their action on Fourier coefficients (for complete definitions see [11] ). For functions on GA , we first define an analog of the classical slash operator: if f £ Wl^J^ ,yi,m) and y £ GA, we define f | y(x) = f(xy'). Then for an integral ideal q , the shift operator 5q is characterized as follows: Let q £ Kx with qx = 1 and qtf = q. Define f | Bq = N(q)-k°'2f | (¿~°, ). Then Bq maps Jtk{jr,W) to jrk(Jfq, V), and if f £ Jfk(jV, *F) then C(m, f | Bq) = C(mq_1, f) where as always we understand that C(n, f) = 0 if n is not integral. Clearly, we have f | 2?q, | 5q2 = f | ßq,q2 .
For an integral ideal n, the Hecke operator Tn = T^ maps Jfk (JV, xí/) to J?k(sV, *¥), independent of whether (n, Jf) = 1 . On Fourier coefficients, the action is (1.5) C(m,f|I>(n))= Y. ^MN(a)k°-lC(a-2mn,t) m+nC« where *F* is the ideal character defined on ideals prime to JV induced from the Hecke character *F and extended to all ideals as described earlier. In particular, even if *¥ is the trivial character, *P has the property that ^(a) = 0 for (a, yV) yé 1. Both Bq and Tn take cusp forms to cusp forms.
2. The Ws operator: definition and basic properties.
In this section we define and give the basic properties of the W@ operator which is critical to our development of the theory of newforms and to our investigation of character twists of newforms.
Fix a space JKk(yV, 4*) c %Rk(jV, yi, m), where 4* is a Hecke character extending yiy/ .In the absense of comments to the contrary, we take € and J{ to denote relatively prime integral ideals with jV = d£#, and we write yi = y/g yi^ where y/s, and yi^ denote numerical chararacters modulo S and J( respectively. Then somewhat tedious but routine computations give us Propositions 2.1-2.7; these are essentially straightforward generalizations of Propositions 1.1-1.5 of [1] and Lemmas 1-4 of [5] . The first of these is Proposition 2.1. Let q be a prime and suppose that q2|^" and y/ is a character modulo jV(\~x . Then rq maps Jfk(yV, 4*) to ^k(J/"q~x, 4*), and hence maps 9Jlfc(yf ,y/,m) to mk(J/"t]~x, y/, m) Our Wg operator is a generalization of Li's operator Vq and Atkin and Li's operator Wq , however in the Hubert modular case, it depends not only upon the numerical character of the space but also upon the choice of Hecke character extending the numerical character. We define it as follows.
Definition. Let 4*^ be a Hecke character extending y/e . Choose y £ GA so that Voo = 1 , (det y)tf = €, and y0 = (£¿)n with dtf, dtf ç S ; alsõ To specify the level, W@ is sometimes denoted Wf[ . When yie -1, we assume 4V = 1.
Remark. In [2] , Flath has given a definition of a W@ -operator defined on the Q-ideles which is essentially the same as our W@ -operator when K = <Q>. We can now state Propositions 2.2-2.7. Now that we have developed analogs of the operators defined in [5 and 1 ] and we have established some preliminary propositions describing their interactions (Propositions 2.1-2.7), many of the theorems in [5] have natural generalizations to the Hilbert modular case. In this section, we give a summary of the theory of Hilbert modular newforms which culminates in a theorem characterizing newforms as cusp forms whose associated Dirichlet series has a prescribed Euler product and which are eigenfunctions for a certain involution (Theorem 3.7). In Theorem 3.3 we characterize the Hecke eigenvalues for primes dividing the level.
Given &k(jr ,W) c &k(JV, yi, m), let f?k(jr, 4*) be the subspace of S?k(jr, 40 generated by all g | Be where ge^/'.ï) C &k(yf', y/, m)
with Jr~'\Jr", yV1 yéyV , and SJV'yV . As in the elliptic modular case, it is easy to see that S"k~ (JV, 4*) is invariant under the action of the Hecke operators Tn with (n, JV) = 1. With this notation, the proof of Theorem 3.1 below follows in analogy to the proof in [5] for the case of K = Q ; since no significantly new ideas are required to prove this generalization, we state it without proof. for all integral ideals m. The idea then is to choose an ideal m for which C(ma_1, g) yé 0 for some a occurring in the sum, but for which mb_1 is not integral (and hence C(mb_1, g) = 0) for any other ideal b occuring in the sum. This forces ca = 0, and the result follows by induction. Since the only coefficient of g that we know is nonzero is C(cf, g), the choice of m is clear. Suppose SoL«--' ca g | Ba = 0 ; fix an ideal a of minimal (absolute) norm, 
Moreover, C(q, f) jé 0 whenever the inertial degree of q (over Q) is 1, or when q\\JV. (3) //" y/ is a character modulo JV<\~X, then C(q, f) = 0 //" q2 \JV and |C(q, f)|2 = iV(q)*ö-2 ifq2\JV.
Remark. The referee informs us that it follows from the representation theory that in part (2) of Theorem 3.3 the coefficient C(q, f) is never zero. We are not able to verify this from our classical point of view however, the stated condition is not overly restrictive since the set of primes having inertial degree one over Q has density one (see [4, p. 131] ). Moreover, if K/Q is an abelian extension, then class field theory tells us that the rational primes which split completely are described by congruence conditions in Q, so we can explicitly compute levels at which C(q, f) yé 0. Nonetheless, it would be interesting to have a classical proof that C(q, f) yé 0 without restrictions on the prime q when y/ is not defined modulo jVq~x . The issue of nonvanishing of this coefficient represents far more than idle curiosity for as Theorem 5.8 suggests, whether C(q, f) vanishes is at the heart of the question of whether the twist of a newform f is again a newform.
Proof. The proofs of parts (1) and (3) are analogous to the proofs in [5] . For part (2) , one must generalize Theorems 3 and 4 of [8] ; here we find that Ogg's proof of Theorem 3 is valid only for primes of degree one. In this context, the generalizations are straightforward. Notice that this expression is clearly well-defined, and if {Aj} is a complete set of coset representatives for YX(^£)\YX(JV), then we may take (w¡) 0 = x'xAjXxl = xxxAjXX . It is straightforward to check that f | Tr^. £ ^£k(^£, 4*).
The conjugation operator, K, can be defined by its action on Fourier coefficients: C(m ,f\K) = C(m, f) (where the bar denotes complex conjugation), or by its action on the components of f: if i = (f, ... , fn), then f\ K = (gi, ... , gh) where gj(z) = fj(-z) (this operator is defined in [11] and denoted there as F ).
Now we define the operator Hjr (the "canonical involution"); this is essentially Shimura's operator Jj-, although we rescale it here for consistency with the operator Ws when @ = JV. Let ñ £ K¿ with ntf = JV, and put As before, given these newly defined operators, it is now straightforward to obtain the following two generalizations of theorems in [5] . We note here that while a knowledge of the eigenvalues C(p, f) for almost all primes p is sufficient to determine the level of a newform, it is not sufficient to determine the character. However, we can make the following statement. Proof. We need only show that m = m! and 4* = í> ; the result will then follow from the previous theorem.
Let p \ JfjV be a prime. Then
(see [11] for the definition of S(p) ). Similarly, 
then f ¿s a normalized newform in S"k(jV, 4*).
Proof. The proof of Theorem 3.7 is somewhat tedious, but follows exactly the line of argument in [5] . On the other hand, a few comments are in order. The proof relies in two places on Proposition 3.2, and requires a nontrivial estimate of the size of Fourier coefficients of cusp forms. The most general result to date is provided by [9] . Throughout the proof in the Hilbert modular case, the operator W$ is used in place of Li's V@ which results in minor but inconsequential variations. D
More on We
In this section we extend the definition of the operator Wg (O) somewhat by allowing í> to be a Hecke character extending yi& or yi^ y/ , and we develop some properties of Wg which are crucial to analyzing twists of newforms by characters whose conductors are not prime to the level of the newform.
With the notation as in (2.1 ) we have:
f I Wg(<¡>)(x) =0>(detx)yC(bh n\od€)yTff(a mod-#)(f | y)(x).
In Then \Xg^e(i)\ = l.
To prove this we first require a lemma. from which the theorem follows. D
Twists of newforms
In this section we characterize the exact level of twists of newforms and give the strong relationship between nonvanishing of eigenvalues of Hecke operators and whether the twist of a newform is again a newform.
Let <P be a Hecke character with conductor dividing J( . Here and henceforth, the word conductor will mean only the finite part of the conductor. The infinite part of O has the form <Poo(a) = sgn(a)l\a\ir for / £ Z" , r £ Rn and a £ K^ ; typically in the applications below, we shall choose r = 0. Let r(<I>) be the Gauss sum defined in (9.31) of [12] . The result now follows from Theorem 3.7. D
Next we turn to the more complicated case in which we consider a Hecke character whose conductor is not relatively prime to the level. Clearly it suffices to consider characters whose conductor is a prime power which divides the level. We first need a lemma (cf. Lemma 7 of [5] ). Proof. It is clear that 4* is defined modulo 2^^.
Write JV = pajV' and Jf = pßA?' where p is a prime dividing JÜV and with p \ Jf'jV'. Wlog assume a > ß. Then f e ^(JV,yV) n S?k(pa-xJf', 4*). By induction, it suffices to show that f 6 S%(pa-xjV', 4*).
Since p\jV'a# ' we may decompose W(pa~xyV') as W(pa-xjV') = \JW(jV)Wj Case II. q^+2 \ $'. Here we must have S = q , ^' = q2, and cond(íí/ Oq) = q = cond(Oq). The argument here is in analogy to that in [6] . In this section we obtain most of our results concerning when twists of newforms are newforms, and we consider the question of when a newform can be expressed as the twist of a newform of "lower" level (i.e., the question of primitivity).
Throughout this section fix a normalized newform i £ S?k (JV, 4*) and a prime q\JV. Let S be the q-primary part of JV and write JV = @aî as before. We shall consider only Hecke characters O whose conductor is a power of q . The character Oq is the restriction of the Hecke character O to the q-part of the ideles, but may be viewed as a numerical character on (¿f/cond (0) which implies S\S, contrary to assumption. If y < a then cond(02) = qa , so either ß = a if q is nondyadic or q is dyadic of degree greater than 1, or ß = a+1 if q is a dyadic prime of degree 1. In either case, ordq(<áf) < ordq(¿f') and ordq(cond(4/0)) = max(a, ß). Using Theorem 5.7 as above leads to a -2 contradiction, so we conclude that ordq(cond(4,0 )) = a as claimed. -2 Using arguments similar to those above, we see that ordq(cond^O )) = a forces cond(O) = q^ | qa. Moreover, we claim that S = qa. Now a > 1 by hypothesis, so if ordq(éf) > a, then C(q, g) = 0 by Theorem 3.3. Moreover, since ordq(if) > a > (l/2)ordq(¿f) > (l/2)ordq(¿?), the first part of this theorem implies that g is not q-primitive, contrary to asumption, hence @ = qa as desired.
To complete the proof, we need only verify that qß = @q~a . We know that ß < a. If ß < a, then qß = Sq~a by Theorem 5.7 applied to g^ . Now assume that ß = a. If ordq(cond(4'0)) = a, then by Theorem 5.7 again, we have S = q2a, contrary to assumption, so ordq(cond(4/0)) < a. This implies that O = *¥g O' where 4*^ is a Hecke character extending y/g and where O' is a q-primary Hecke character with ordq(cond(0')) < a. Note that O' is nontrivial, otherwise since g -g | Tq \ Bq = i s-, and f | Wg (4*^ ) ĩ n-~ g, we would have that g is a newform of level JV, contrary to assump- or ordq(cond(\ps )) = ordq(áf), q2\@ and the inertial degree of q is greater than one.
Finally we have Theorem 6.10.
(1) If S = q2p+x and cond(^)|q/), then i is q-primitive.
W(JV). In a computation completely analogous to the proof in [1] , and using Theorem 3.4, we deduce that f^ | (£ Í-) = ^Oq(5)fq> , which implies the result.
Note that once again we have used that the degree of q is one since in this case [W(jVq~x) : W(JV)] = A(q) = 2.
Case (4) . This follows easily from Theorem 6.1 and from the fact that there are no numerical characters of conductor q since q is a dyadic prime of degree one. G
Some applications
We now present two applications of the preceding results. The first application which we give strengthens Theorem 5.7 from a result characterizing the exact level of a twist to a theorem telling us that the twists described by Theorem 5.7 are newforms. The authors thank Arnold Pizer for suggesting this result. Theorem 7.1. Let JV be an integral ideal and let q be a prime, q \JV. Write JV = Ä# where & is the q-primary part of JV. Take i to be a normalized newform in 5^k(JV, 4*) with ordq(cond(4')) = a, a > 0. Let O be a character of conductor q^, y? > 1, and put â" = lcm(éf, qa+ß, q2ß). Then f0 is a newform in ^(S'Jf, 4*02) provided that (1) max(a + /3,2/?)<ordq(¿f) if@' = @, or First suppose that €' = € and max(a + ß, 2ß) < ordq(éf). Since ß > 1 and 2ß < ordq(^) = oxdq(€'), we have q31 éf', hence q2|áP. Moreover, we see that ord9(cond(4/02)) < ord,,(¿f) as follows: If a < ß, then ord?(cond(4/02)) < ß. By hypothesis, 2ß < oxdQ(S'), so ß + 1 < 2ß < OTdg{£') or ß < ord"(^') -1 < ordq(^). If a > ß , then ord?(cond(4'02)) = a . By hypothesis, a + 1 < a + ß < ordq(éf) = ordq(éf'), hence a < ordq(¿f" ) -1 < ordq(^) as claimed. By Theorem 3.3(3), we have g | Tq = 0 hence f ^ = g is a newform of level SJf. As f ^ has exact level €' Jf, we have q' = &, and the result follows in this case.
Next suppose that ordq(é?') > ordq(^) and ordq(cond(4*0)) = max(c*, ß). We consider the cases a > ß and a < ß separately. Since ordq(cond(4/02)) = ordq(¿f), we have ordq(df) = ordq(cond(4'02)) = ordq(cond(4/0)) = ord^cond^)) = a < oxdq(3).
If ordq(cond(4/)) < ord,(if) then ord,(#) = ordq(cond(4/)) < ord^efq"1) < ordq^'q-1) = oxdq(3), a contradiction. Otherwise, ordq(cond(4/)) = oxdq(3).
Observe that O does not extend yf since ordq(cond(4fO)) = a > ß > 1, so by Corollary 6.4, f 0 is a newform, a contradiction.
Subcase 2. ë = q. If S = 3' then 1 = ord,(¿f) = ordq(éf') > ordq(¿f) > 1 , a contradicition. If 3 = 3'q~x, then ordq(q') = 2 = max(a + ß, 2ß), which implies ß = 1 and a = 0, 1. But we are assuming that a > ß , a contradiction.
Case B. If a < ß , then ordq (cond(4/0) = ß and ordq(cond(4'02)) < ß Subcase 1. q2\3. If 3 = 3'(= q2ß), then ordq(cond(4/02)) < ord,(#) and so by Corollary 5.9, f^ is a newform of level S'aí . Otherwise, 3 = S'q~x ; we show that this cannot happen. We must have ordq(cond(4/02)) = ordq(^) otherwise by Theorem 3.3(3), f^ is a newform of level SJf contradicting that its exact level is @'J(. By Theorem 5.8 (since the degree of 3 is one), f0 is not a newform of any level. Now, ß = ordq(cond(4,0)) > ordq(cond(4'02) = ordq(<#) implies 2ß = ordq(¿f') = ordq(qéf) < ß + l which in turn implies that ß = 1 . Thus a -0, 1, 3' = q2 and 3 = q = 3. That the sum on the right-hand side is direct follows immediately from the multiplicity-one theorem (Theorem 3.5). G
